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Robert A. She also found a purpose and embarked on her behalf life's function— From the early
stages of the condition until her mother died, Angelica was dedicated to her mother's treatment, and
in that period she learned a whole lot about grief, romantic relationship, the type of selfhood, and
the unpredicted presents of Alzheimer's Disease." Where Two Worlds Touch is both a spiritual
memoir and a pastoral lead for those who love somebody with Alzheimer's.Forgetting, Forgiving, and
Reconciling.Excerpt:Very few writers possess the wit and spunk of Jade Angelica, especially
combined with an uncanny insight into the art of giving treatment.Joanne Koenig Coste, writer of
Understanding how to Speak Alzheimer's: A Groundbreaking Approach for Everyone Coping with
the DiseaseEvery chaplain, theologian, caregiver, and healthcare professional will get profound truth
captured on each page of Where Two Worlds Touch. Information regarding the science and
medical treatment of Alzheimer's disease is certainly readily available, but caregivers reaching for
spiritual assistance have largely been left on their own. I strongly suggest Where Two Worlds Touch
for caregivers of individuals with Alzheimer's dementia.Curing When There Is No Remedy,"
"Redefining Survival,"— It offers heartfelt wisdom on preserving connection, self-care, and remaining
open to the chance of grace.to instruct that folks with Alzheimer's can have relationships, meaningful
lives, joy, and growth. Angelica's existence tale as an estranged daughter, a Harvard theological
student, and eventually the primary caregiver on her behalf mom offers led her to a location where
she can hold the hands of other caregivers and talk about her hopeful credo, that two worlds can
indeed touch, also if one globe is altered by length and disease. I've decided to present each of my
support group members with a duplicate of Where Two Worlds Touch.— Where Two Worlds
Contact is filled up with pathos, anger, pleasure, and hope. Jade Angelica builds from the narrative
of her encounter as a caregiver and invites the reader to journey with her in to the extremely
significant theo-philosophical literature that has arisen within the last 10 years around the knowledge
of the deeply forgetful and the ones who look after them. The reader will see that there is certainly a
location for love and wish and continuing selfhood within an knowledge that is more than simply halffull if we can see it rightly. That is a beautiful book and the deepest I've read on the topic. and
"Stephen G. Post, writer, The Moral Challenge of Alzheimer Disease: Ethical Problems from Medical
diagnosis to DyingI am therefore extremely impressed by this remarkably well-written and wellresearched book. Jade Angelica deserves rave reviews for her unique balance of compassion,
insight, and scientific support on a very complex issue. Angelica offers much-needed guidance on
topics like "—In 2001, Jade Angelica's mother was diagnosed with Alzheimer's Disease, and thus
began a amazing and transformative journey for both mother and daughter. Stern, Clinical Core
Director, Boston University Alzheimer's Disease Center, Boston University College of Medicine
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My mom has vascular dementia, and I bought the publication with her at heart. Angelica explores
what works and what doesn't and emphasizes the quality of life that continues to be for the patient
and does it all with love and an open heart. This book covers conversation, not just with the
individual but with various other family members and concerned personnel. I'm only 2/3 of just how
through the book but it simply gets better and better. The author write from the center of her own
encounter. It should be needed reading for personnel in memory care products. Where Two Worlds
Touch: A Spiritual Journey Through Alzheimer's Disease Paperback – January 15, 2014 Being one
of many people who have a family member suffering with Dementia, Alzheimer's, and so on. She
draws from wealthy spiritual traditions, and will so poetically. It was a very comprehensive story of
the author's mom and how she coped with the changes her mom was going through and in most
cases did not realize why.. And it confirms lightly and compellingly that love never dies.You will not
be disappointed. & most significantly, of finding hope in it all and of continuing the partnership, even
reconciling from past hurts. But, it is a great read and down to earth. If Miss Angelica, whose
romantic relationship with her mom was strained nearly her entire life, could give her mom the like
and compassionate care she achieved it gives most of us caregivers faith that people can do the
same. More than that, it displays the power of love to heal. That AlZ Assoc does not even address.
I’ve read it numerous moments, repeatedly finding it helpful. Ms. Angelica, who experienced had a
strained romantic relationship with her Mother, relocated from New England to Iowa to aid her Mom
with Alzheimer’s in the nursing house. It should be must reading for all who are facing issues of
dementia in a loved one -- in fact it is likely that eventually we all will end up being facing those
issues. Angelica gives perspective on the human being trip from her ministerial research to become
a Unitarian pastor. She's much tips about the significance of respecting and affirming the
Alzheimer’s individual, about living in today's, about linking with the emotion behind delusional words,
about the forgetful individual keeping and valuing the warm emotional memory of a good visit, about
communicating beyond words – heart speech. AMAZING BOOK This is simply not the first book I've
read on Alzheimer's but it is by far the best. The book is steeped in her personal encounters and
also solid professional sources about the disease and navigating through it in a confident, hope-filled
method.Where Two Worlds Touch offers a hope-filled way to navigate an extremely tough journey.
Attitude matters It's ok. I felt like it was somebody who found a chance to impress her siblings with
her late-found generosity in caring for her mother. Incidentally I am a ALZ caregiver for my wife it
has offered some nuggets to help me. Quality of life is normally everything, and her care enables
her mother to live out her existence as a human being with dignity. Caring for the elderly requires
working lovingly with not merely the individual with declining health, but also the complete supporting
family - unconditionally. All does not fade away This book is wonderful. She used her experiences
from several Improv classes for connecting positively with her Mother, also in her delusional globe.
The book is not a downer. Rather it is hopeful, and points to the giftedness of life and its resiliency.
A beautiful testimony of what it means to really love somebody unconditionally. Once I started
reading, I could not really put the publication down and finished the reserve in two days. It will be #1
on my set of recommendations to all or any those touched by this dreadful disease. this publication
enabled me to understand better, the way a patient 's mind works.Outstanding I am an info junkie
so I've go through a lot about Alzheimer's and even have my own blog about looking after my
hubby but this undoubtedly the best book I've come across about caring for someone with
Alzheimer's. I have found my own attitudes extended, and I've found personal healing in its pages.
One Star boring psychobabble A spiritual instruction/guide for caregivers.. That AlZ Assoc .. It had
been eyes opening for me personally and is assisting me cope with my family member going
through the same events only I now know what I should do and more importantly what I should not

do... Finding Hope in Alzheimer's Friends called my focus on Where Two Worlds Contact, A Spiritual
Trip through Alzheimer’s Disease by Jade Angelica. . A spiritual instruction/guidebook for caregivers..
and might and will be a thing that will an excellent addition for you library of getting a better
caregiver For the average or professional caregiver of ALZ this could and might and will be
something that will an excellent addition for you library of becoming a better caregiver. No, it
generally does not give all of the answers we have been crave for. This publication gives caregivers
hope and encouragement, often within my reading I was blinded by my tears. It can provide a great
perspective on what your attitude helps if you are looking after someone with human brain disease.
outstanding. gave a duplicate to u of Michigan geriatrics ... outstanding. gave a copy to u of
Michigan geriatrics doctor. also bought copy for niece. Five Stars Very insightful
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